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Release Notes

1.

OVERVIEW

As a web-based simulation job management platform, JobQueue mainly consists of
“Web UI”, “User Manager”, “Job Manager” and “Process Manager”. Web UI is the user
interface to access this system. User Manager helps you manage login accounts,
including add and delete the account, set up a password and define priority. Job
Manager submits simulation jobs to a queue, manage job priority, monitor job status
and so on. Process Manager is an independent service process, which is always
running to detect and manage simulation jobs.

The Release Notes cover the following releases:

JobQueue 2020.01.h1
Release Date:September 18, 2020

The Release Notes present the latest information about JobQueue Version
2020.01.h1 in the following sections:


Supported Operating Systems



New Features and Enhancements in JobQueue 2020.01



New Features and Enhancements in JobQueue 2020.01.h1
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2.

SUPPORTED OPERATING SYSTEMS

JobQueue 2020.01.h1 is available on both Windows and Linux. Obtain the
appropriate binary executable files for your operating system. The supported
platforms for this release include:


Windows XP or above



Linux

3. New Features and Enhancements in JOBQUEUE 2020.01
JobQueue 2020.01 provides new features and enhancements as described in the
following sections.
3.1 Usability Improvements


Supported queue using computor resource on AWS cloud, and supported
dynamicly starting computor node



Optimized security of system login, password encryption supported



Optimized HFSS seperated submition flow, show status information if error
occured



Optimized startup flow of management node



Optimized processing of job queue, improved efficiency and stability

4. New Features and Enhancements in JOBQUEUE 2020.01.h1
JobQueue 2020.01.h1 provides new features and enhancements as described in the
following sections.
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4.1 Usability Improvements


Supported statistic job information of grouped users



Supported batch update application server of computer node



Optimized communication of nodes, added communication channel



Supported switch communication channel online



Added job count in "job on node"



Fixed some known issues



A few other optimizations

5. Legal Notice
The source code used in JobQueue comprises of both Open Source and
proprietary software components.
The Open Source components used in JobQueue are:
 Apache tomcat 7.0.62
The Apache Software Foundation uses various licenses to distribute software and
documentation, to accept regular contributions from individuals and corporations, and to accept
larger grants of existing software products.
These licenses help us achieve our goal of providing reliable and long-lived software products
through collaborative open source software development. In all cases, contributors retain full
rights to use their original contributions for any other purpose outside of Apache while
providing the ASF and its projects the right to distribute and build upon their work within
Apache.
APACHE LICENSE, VERSION 2.0
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Text version: https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt
SPDX short identifier: Apache-2.0
OSI Approved License: https://opensource.org/licenses/Apache-2.0
The 2.0 version of the Apache License, approved by the ASF in 2004, helps us achieve our goal of
providing reliable and long-lived software products through collaborative open source software
development.
All packages produced by the ASF are implicitly licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0,
unless otherwise explicitly stated.

 Mysql 5.6.20
Commercial License for OEMs, ISVs and VARs
Updated July, 2010
For Open Source Projects and Other Developers of Open Source Applications:
For developers of Free Open Source Software ("FOSS") applications under the GPL that want to
combine and distribute those FOSS applications with MySQL software, Oracle’s MySQL open
source software licensed under the GPL is the best option.
For developers and distributors of open source software under a FOSS license other than the
GPL, Oracle makes its GPL-licensed MySQL Client Libraries available under a FOSS Exception that
enables use of the those MySQL Client Libraries under certain conditions without causing the
entire derivative work to be subject to the GPL.

 Inno Setup 6.0.4
Except where otherwise noted, all of the documentation and software included in the Inno
Setup
package is copyrighted by Jordan Russell.
Copyright (C) 1997-2019 Jordan Russell. All rights reserved.
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Portions Copyright (C) 2000-2019 Martijn Laan. All rights reserved.
This software is provided "as-is," without any express or implied warranty. In no event shall the
author be held liable for any damages arising from the use of this software.
Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose, including commercial
applications, and to alter and redistribute it, provided that the following conditions are met:
1. All redistributions of source code files must retain all copyright notices that are currently in
place, and this list of conditions without modification.
2. All redistributions in binary form must retain all occurrences of the above copyright notice
and web site addresses that are currently in place (for example, in the About boxes).
3. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not claim that you wrote
the original software. If you use this software to distribute a product, an acknowledgment in
the product documentation would be appreciated but is not required.
4. Modified versions in source or binary form must be plainly marked as such, and must not be
misrepresented as being the original software.
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